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Common frequency suppression method for  

fiber specklegram perimeter sensors  
 

L. Rodriguez-Cobo*, M. Lomer, J.M. Lopez-Higuera 

Photonics Engineering Group, University of Cantabria, 39005, Santander (Spain) 

ABSTRACT   

In this work, a frequency based processing scheme has been employed to improve the sensitivity of Fiber Specklegram 

Sensors (FSSs) applied to perimeter fences. Based on 1.8 km of multimode fiber, two laser sources with different spectral 

properties have been employed to feed the optical fiber. These two laser sources provoke sensing systems with very 

different SNRs to which the common frequency suppression method has been applied. The final results suggest enough 

improvement on SNR to reduce the quality of the laser source on perimeter sensors, also decreasing the final cost. 

Keywords: Speckle patterns, optical fiber sensor and frequency suppression.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Properties of optical fiber sensors have highlighted during last years, making their application possible to many field 

scenarios. Their advantages such as electromagnetic immunity, high sensitivity and reduced losses, overcame lots of 

sensing system based on electronic technologies. 

Particularly, perimeter fence sensors is a critical scenario where OFS technologies must play an important role during these 

years. Several techniques have been reported related to this scenario: perimeter and intrusive detection has been approached 

using Optical Time-Domain Reflectometry (OTDR) [1, 2], Brillouin Optical Time Domain Analysis (BOTDA) [3], 

interferometric methods (Sagnac, Michelson, Mach-Zehnder) [4] and even Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) [5]. All the 

described methods exhibit very high detection sensitivity and are able to cover large areas, but, they usually are based on 

monomode optical fibers. Despite launching and detecting light using single-mode fiber is not a great challenge actually, 

usually increases the system cost, and, sometimes also increases the processing scheme to obtain useful information from 

raw data. 

Based on multimode fibers (MMF), several perimeter and intrusion detecting systems have been reported, employing 

changes in the projected Speckle patterns, when a perturbation is produced into anyplace along the sensing multimode 

fiber [6]. This technique, commonly known as Fiber Specklegram Sensing, is based in the statistic interference between 

propagated modes within the multimode fiber when a coherent light is launched into the MMF. When the sensing fiber is 

affected by an external perturbation, the interference between propagated modes varies due to changes in the propagating 

medium. These specklegram variations can be correlated to the applied perturbation using advance processing methods. 

In this work, a new processing scheme is employed to perimeter sensors based on Fiber Specklegram Sensors. A proof-of-

concept setup is employed to test the proposed technique. Two laser sources (a lab-quality HeNe laser and a cheap laser 

diode) are launched into 1.8km of multimode fiber (62.5um of Draka Comteq) while the projected specklegrams are 

recorded using a high speed camera. The obtained sequences will be processed using frequency analysis techniques to 

reduce the false-alarm rate of perimeter fence sensors, improving their Signal to Noise ratio. 

2. SENSOR BASIS 

Single fiber detection zone can be as long as few kilometers and also high sensitivity can be obtained using a simple optical 

configuration. The drawback in the application using wire net fence is its high false alarm rate caused by the environment 

effect such as wind and other environmental conditions. Since the stability of the sensor at non-event state is a critical 

point to reduce false alarms, different parameters can help to reduce the processing complexity. 

Stability of Fiber Specklegram Sensors (FSSs) relies on many factors, being one of the most important the coherence of 

the laser source, employed to create the different propagated modes. Source coherence is directly related to the contrast of 
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the projected specklegrams (speckle patterns) which, also, have influence into the final sensitivity: having a more coherent

laser source reduces residual noise, improving the final SNR [7]. 

On the other hand, instead of employing a very coherent laser source, a cheap laser diode (i.e. Fabry Perot) can be employed 

to increase the final sensitivity (and reduce the final cost). These devices usually contain several longitudinal emitting 

modes that can also produce intermodal interference, when propagated into the sensing fiber, which results into a higher 

sensitivity, but with lower SNR. This property has been proved [8]. employing a multi-mode fiber of 62.5 um and a laser 

diode centered into 1330 nm. 

3. FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 

As a typical FSSs configuration, the different specklegram are time-processed obtaining their mean difference per pixel

according to Eq. 1.  

𝐷{𝑖} =
1

𝐾 ∙ 𝑁 ∙ 𝑀
∑ ∑ |𝐼𝑛𝑚

𝑖−1 − 𝐼𝑛𝑚
𝑖 |

𝑀−1

𝑚=0

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 (1) 

where K is the full scale value of the specklegram color map (e.g. K = 255 for 8-bit grayscale) and  𝐼𝑛,𝑚
𝑖  corresponds to

the pixel of the n,m position of the i-th specklegram of N by M pixels. This scheme assumes that the differential intensity 

variation is proportional to the small variations caused by the perturbation between two consecutive specklegrams [7], so 

it’s possible to simplify the processing method. The differential sequence isolates the sensor from slow artifacts (i.e. 

temperature variations) because it compares one specklegram to the previous one, being only sensitive to fast-varying 

measurands.  

The differential sequence contains several contributions from all frequencies, being limited by the sampling frequency of 

the camera that captures the specklegrams. Although adding extra frequencies may increase the available information, due 

to the sensitivity of FSSs, final noise also increases. An adaptive processing scheme is proposed to increase the final Signal-

to-Noise Ratio. Displacing a Hanning window, the Fast Fourier Transform has been calculated over the differential

sequence, computing the spectrum of the existing noise. The spectrum of the noise is subtracted from the FFT of the 

sequence to detect the possible anomaly. The spectrum of the noise can be recalculated for each time interval (i.e. several 

seconds), achieving an adaptive method to follow varying environmental conditions.  

Figure 1. A Hann window is applied to the temporal sequence (D[i]) before computing its FFT. Each spectrum is compensating 

by removing the stationary background, increasing the final SNR. 
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS  

The same transducing multimode optical fiber (100/140 CPC of Corning) has been fed using lasers of different spectral 

qualities: a lab-quality HeNe Laser and a cheap Fabry Perot Laser Diode. A high speed industrial camera (Pixelink 741) 

capable of recording 312 fps at a resolution of 320 by 240 pixels has been connected to one edge of the fiber while 

mechanical noise has been provoked in first and last fiber meters. This mechanical noise, created using a controlled fan, 

tries to reproduce the noise caused by the wind and other environmental conditions, which can cause a high false alarm 

rate. In addition to the mechanical noise provoked at both fiber ends, the HeNe laser source has been replaced by a cheap 

FP laser, reducing the system SNR. The final setup has been depicted in Fig 2: 

 

 
Figure 2. Experimental setup employed for evaluating the proposed method (left). A laser signal is launched into 1.8 km of 

multimode fiber while the specklegram at the other end is projected into a high speed camera. Spectral response of both laser 

sources (right): a lab-grade HeNe laser and a low-cost FP laser diode. 

 

Based on setup depicted in Fig. 2, several tests have been performed to evaluate the proposed processing scheme. First set 

of experiments have been carried out using the HeNe laser, which produces a system with lower noise. Although extra 

mechanical noise has been added using a controlled fan, the laser source has been also changed to a low quality FP laser 

diode, which increases the system noise. 

 

The FSS sensitivity is influenced by many factors [7], where the coherence length of the laser source has a special 

importance when working on long distance FSSs. Particularly, in this scenario, the experimental setup highlights two 

critical scenarios: to detect impacts at the fiber end most distant from the detecting camera, where perturbation must travel 

all along the fiber before detecting. The other critical scenario is detecting at the end of the fiber closest to the camera, 

where coherence of the laser source may be reduced. 

 

Four sequences for each laser source have been obtained: Three slight hits at both fiber ends with and without mechanical 

noise. In Fig. 3, the most illustrative tests have been depicted. In both tests, the far end of the fiber (the one close to the 

laser source) has been slightly pressed three times while the mechanical noise where added at both sides. After completing 

the results, these sequences exhibited a higher noise, especially when the low quality laser source was employed. 

 

The proposed frequency suppression method has been applied to all sequences, by removing the frequencies of the 

stationary noise of each scenario. In Fig. 3 the three steps of the processing method have been employed in the worst-case 

scenario: differential processing (a), computing its FFT (b) and removing the stationary noise (c).  

Analyzing the results of both laser sources, it can be noticed that employing a high quality laser (i.e. HeNe) improves the 

final performance by reducing the influence of external noise, making the processing scheme easier. On the contrary, 

employing a low quality laser source (i.e. Fabry Perot) increases drastically the noise present in the final system, requiring 

more advanced processing technique such as common frequency suppression.  

Noise increase using the Fabry Perot laser is partially explained due to its spectral response (Fig. 2). However, analyzing 

the temporal sequence depicted in Fig. 3, different contributions typically produced by Fabry Perot resonant peaks [8] into 
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speckle patterns can be also noticed. In a simple way, a FP laser can be understood as several single peak laser-sources 

separated the Free Spectral Range (FSR=∆𝜆), which simultaneously contribute to the final speckle pattern. Some 

modification only to the optical path of a single “single-peak” laser, may vary the final speckle pattern (formed by the 

several contributions of each FP peak). 

 
Figure 3. Processing scheme applied to the worst case scenario (three hits at the far end under artificial noise) employing a 

HeNe (left) and a Fabry Perot (right) laser source. The differential processing scheme is applied (top) before calculating its 

spectral distribution (middle). The spectral distribution of the stationary noise is subtracted to each spectral distribution (bott.). 

From the sensing point of view, some of this noise (independently of its origin) can be suppressed by analyzing the spectral 

distribution of its temporal sequence. This process can be adapted to many different sensing systems having into account 

certain a-priori knowledge of the sensing system. Particularly, analyzing the final SNR before and after applying common 

frequency suppression in the proposed scenario, the frequencies ratio between stationary status and under perturbation 

increases in a factor of 3.2 for the HeNe laser case and 3.6 for the FP source, as can be noticed in the corrected images 

(Fig. 3, bottom). 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

In this work, a common frequency suppression method has been employed to improve the SNR of long range Fiber 

Specklegram sensors. Employing two laser technologies to compare the benefits of frequency analysis, different scenarios 

with both mechanical and laser noises have been experimentally evaluated. Spectral analysis techniques can be very useful 

when the system noise increases as has been proved by adding mechanical and optical noise. The achieved results suggest 

the applicability of these frequency-based techniques to increase the performance of large FSSs such as perimeter fence 

monitoring. This work has been supported by the project TEC2013-47264-C2-1-R. 
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